An anomalous Hall insulator without magnetic long-range ordering is theoretically reported in the absence of the relativistic spin-orbit coupling. It is realized in itinerant electrons coupled with the Ising spins on a 111 kagome plane of pyrochlore spin ice in applied magnetic field. We find that the kagome-ice type local spin correlation in the magnetization plateau state opens a charge gap without magnetic ordering, which results in quantization of the Hall conductivity. By Monte Carlo simulation, we identify the anomalous Hall insulating region in the magnetic phase diagram, in addition to another anomalous Hall insulator in a fully-saturated state.
Competing interactions in geometrically frustrated magnets often give rise to peculiar local spin textures or objects composed of several spins. A representative example is the two-in two-out spin configuration in each tetrahedron in spin-ice compounds [1, 2] . The local textures or objects have been a matter of intense studies as they are the source of interesting properties in frustrated magnets, such as macroscopic degeneracy with residual entropy and a characteristic power-law spin correlation [3, 4] .
Recently, metallic pyrochlore oxides have opened up a new aspect in the study of geometrically frustrated magnets. In these compounds, localized spin-ice moments on a pyrochlore lattice interact with itinerant electrons; hence, it is expected that the local spin objects affect the electronic and transport properties. Indeed, various peculiar transport properties were reported, such as unconventional anomalous Hall effects in Nd 2 Mo 2 O 7 [5] and Pr 2 Ir 2 O 7 [6] [7] [8] , and resistivity minimum in Pr 2 Ir 2 O 7 [9] and Nd 2 Ir 2 O 7 [10] . Effects of local spin objects on these phenomena were also studied theoretically [11, 12] .
The interest in the interplay between local objects and itinerant electrons has spanned to a wider range of systems. For instance, extended Falicov-Kimball models on frustrated lattices show non-Fermi liquid behavior [13] and peculiar metal-insulator transition [14] . Another related study was done on a frustrated double-exchange (DE) model, focusing on the nature of loops emergent from local spin textures [15] . These results indicate that such interplay offers a fertile ground for exploring unconventional electronic and transport properties.
In this Letter, we propose that a peculiar spin texture gives rise to an anomalous Hall insulator (AHI) without a magnetic long-range order. We show that the so-called kagome ice, which appears in a 111 kagome plane of the pyrochlore spin ice in applied magnetic field, affects the electronic state significantly by opening a charge gap. We numerically show that the insulating kagome ice state exhibits a nonzero quantization of the Hall conductivity induced by the spin scalar chirality, indicating that it is an AHI characterized by the first Chern number. Increas- ing the magnetic field, we find that the AHI state turns into another AHI with saturation of the magnetization; this can be viewed as a topological change between the two insulators. The conventional quantum Hall state is associated with the formation of quantized Landau levels in external magnetic field. Recent studies on topological states of matter revealed that a quantum (spin) anomalous Hall effect occurs in the presence of the relativistic spin-orbit coupling [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Besides, a noncoplanar magnetic order can also give rise to an AHI [21, 22] . Our present result offers yet another AHI without Landau levels, spin-orbit coupling, nor magnetic ordering.
We consider spin-ice type Ising moments on a kagome lattice. The localized Ising moments correspond to those on a 111 kagome plane of the spin ice model, as shown in Fig. 1(a) ; the anisotropy axis of the Ising spin is along the direction connecting the centers of neighboring two tetrahedra. When the Ising spins interact with each other by the nearest-neighbor (NN) ferromagnetic interaction, the ground state remains disordered with macroscopic degeneracy, in which all the triangles obey one-in two-out or two-in one-out spin configurations [ Fig. 1(b) ]. An external magnetic field perpendicular to the plane partially lifts the degeneracy by enforcing the upward (downward) triangles to be two-in one-out (one-in two-out), but the ground state is still disordered. This is called the kagome ice, which is realized in the magnetization plateau state in spin ice [23] [24] [25] . For a higher field, all-in(out) upward (downward) triangles (magnetic monopoles in the pyrochlore spin ice [26] ) are introduced into the kagome ice, resulting in a first-order transition to a saturated state.
To clarify the effects of such characteristic local spin textures on itinerant electrons, we here consider a singleband DE model [27, 28] with the Ising spins on a kagome lattice;
Here, c i (c † i ) is the annihilation (creation) operator of an itinerant electron at ith site, whose spin index is dropped as the spin is completely aligned parallel to the localized spin S i at each site. The anisotropy axis of the localized spin depends on the sublattice; −i(ϕi−ϕj) ). The sum i, j is taken over NN sites on the kagome lattice. In Eq. (1), the effect of external magnetic field is taken into account by the Zeeman term only for Ising spins for simplicity. Hereafter, we set the energy unit t = 1, the length of Bravais lattice vector a = 1, the Boltzmann constant k B = 1, and the unit of conductance e 2 /h = 1 (e is the elementary charge and h is the Planck constant).
In this model, the spin-charge coupling induces an effective ferromagnetic interaction between the localized spins at general filling [27, 28] . Although the NN ferromagnetic interaction favors macroscopic degeneracy as described above, the spin-charge coupling also gives rise to further-neighbor interactions, which generally lift the degeneracy and select a magnetic order in the ground state. However, as the further-neighbor interactions are usually much weaker than the NN one, the liquid-like state with strong local correlations of two-in one-out or one-in two-out types is expected to emerge in the intermediate temperature (T ) region between a high-T disordered state and the low-T ordered phase. This is indeed confirmed by the finite-T Monte Carlo (MC) simulation as we discuss later. In the following, we focus on how the electronic and transport properties in the liquid-like state evolve in applied magnetic field.
First, for simplicity, we study the problem by taking a simple average (arithmetic mean) over different configurations of spins. Instead of the magnetic field h z , we control the net magnetization along the z direction per triangle, m z = 3 N i cos θ i , where N is the number of sites. The average is taken over different spin configurations with a fixed ratio of different types of triangles as follows. For 0 ≤ m z ≤ 1/3, we consider the manifold in which all the triangles are of two-in one-out or one-in two-out type; their ratio is controlled so as to realize the given value of m z . At m z = 1/3, all the upward (downward) triangles are in the two-in one-out (one-in two-out) configuration, which is the kagome ice. For m z > 1/3, we introduce all-in upward and all-out downward triangles. Eventually, at the saturation to m z = 1, the system shows a long-range order of alternating all-in and all-out triangles. At each value of m z < 1, we calculate the electronic state of the model in Eq. (1) by numerical diagonalization with taking the simple average over different spin configurations generated by a loop update method [14] . The conductivity is also numerically obtained by using the Kubo formula [29] . , where all the triangles are in two-in oneout or one-in two-out configurations. The result indicates that, although there is no long-range magnetic order, the characteristic spatial correlations in the kagome ice manifold develops a charge gap at n = 2/3 near m z = 1/3 [30] . Figure 2(b) shows the results for 1/3 ≤ m z ≤ 1, where the all-in upward or all-out downward triangles (magnetic monopoles) are introduced into the kagome ice manifold. At the Fermi level for n = 1/3, the introduction of monopoles leads to a dip in the spectra, and opens a full gap for m z 0.7. On the other hand, the energy gap at n = 2/3 and m z = 1/3 is closed by introducing monopoles. However, for m z 0.7, DOS develops a dip again and shows an energy gap at m z ≃ 1 [31] .
To gain further insight into the peculiar changes, we calculated the longitudinal (σ xx ) and transverse (σ xy ) conductivities. Figure 2(c) shows the results at n = 2/3. For 0 ≤ m z ≤ 1/3, σ xx shows monotonic decrease in accordance with the growth of energy gap in DOS. On the other hand, σ xy shows monotonic increase while increasing m z , and surprisingly, the numerical results show a quantized value at σ xy = 1 in the gapped state near m z = 1/3 [32] . For m z > 1/3, σ xx increases and shows a hump at m z ∼ 2/3; finally it decreases to zero in the all-in/all-out insulator at m z = 1. Correspondingly, σ xy decreases from 1 with showing a sign change at m z ∼ 2/3, and converges to another quantized value σ xy = −1 at m z = 1.
The non-monotonic change of the Hall conductivity σ xy is explained by the Berry phase mechanism [21, 33, 34] . In the previous study by assuming a q = 0 magnetic order [21] , it was shown that the Hall conductance depends on the scalar chirality of localized spins in the three-site unit cell, S i · S j × S k . A similar mechanism was shown to work through the fluctuations [11] . Our result of σ xy is understood by considering that two-in one-out (one-in two-out) upward (downward) triangles bring a negative chirality − each.
The remarkable point in our results is the quantization of σ xy at +1 in the gapped kagome ice state and its switching to −1 accompanied by the closing and reopening of the energy gap at n = 2/3 and associated hump in σ xx . The change in σ xy as well as the hump in σ xx suggests a transition between the kagome ice at m z = 1/3 and all-in/all-out ordered state at m z = 1. The latter ordered state was shown to be an AHI characterized by the first Chern number C = −1 [21] . On the other hand, the kagome ice at m z = 1/3 is a paramagnetic state with constrained local spin configurations; hence, the quantization of σ xy as well as the gap opening in DOS is highly nontrivial, suggesting that the liquid-like kagome ice is also another AHI. The closing and reopening of the energy gap as well as the hump of σ xx is interpreted as a phase transition between topologically different insulators with a transient metallic state in between. The above calculations suggest that a similar change between the kagome ice and all-in/all-out ordered state can take place in the model (1) in applied magnetic field h z . To confirm this, we next investigate the thermodynamic behavior by a MC simulation. In this method, the MC updates of localized spins are done by directly evaluating the effective action from itinerant electrons using exact diagonalization [35, 36] . Figure 3 shows the MC results at T = 0.03 and n = 2/3 in applied field h z . All the results consistently indicate two sharp crossovers while increasing h z ; one is from the zero-field state to the kagome ice state by switching on h z , and the other to the all-in/all-out ordered state at h z ∼ 0.34. Figure 3(a) depicts the results for m z and its susceptibility χ z . They clearly indicate the presence of 1/3 magnetization plateau for 0.1 h z 0.3 followed by rapid increase of m z for larger h z and a peak of χ z at h z = 0.341 (3) . As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the ratio of two-in one-out and one-in two-out configurations in the system, ρ, stays close to 1 in the plateau regime, while it decreases for larger h z ; the corresponding susceptibility χ ρ shows a sharp peak at h z = 0.340 (3) . followed by rapid increase for a higher field with showing a sign change at h z = 0.325(5). Correspondingly, σ xy becomes 1.0 associated with strong suppression of σ xx in the kagome ice plateau region, and shows a sign change at h z = 0.328(7) accompanied by a hump of σ xx . The result clearly indicates that the second crossover occurs between two topologically different insulating states, the kagome ice and all-in/all-out ordered states.
The two insulating phases are clearly observed in the contour plots of σ xy and σ xx in the h z -T plane, as shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 (a) clearly indicates two regimes with a finite Hall conductivity σ xy of an opposite sign: a domelike region centered at h z ∼ 0.15, and another one for h z 0.34. The two regimes are also clearly indicated by strong suppression of σ xx , as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Thus, the phase diagram shows that the model in Eq. (1) exhibits two different insulating regimes with different topological characters, as expected in the analysis by using the simple average in Fig. 2 .
Our comprehensive analyses provide convincing evidence of the existence of kagome ice AHI in the intermediate-T liquid-like regime. This is a peculiar topological state of matter in the absence of Landau levels, spin-orbit coupling, and magnetic ordering. Upon further decreasing T , it is expected that effective furtherneighbor interactions induced by the spin-charge coupling stabilize some magnetic order, whose ordering pattern may become complicated depending on h z as well as the electron density. It is left for future study to investigate the full phase diagram including the low-T ordered phases. When the model is extended to more realistic situation on the three-dimensional pyrochlore lattice, the AHI behavior might be smeared out, but the nonmonotonic change of σ xy is likely to remain in applied magnetic field. It is interesting to note that such nonmonotonic behavior of the Hall resistivity was observed in the 111 magnetic field in Pr 2 Ir 2 O 7 [6, 8] .
